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The end of February most of our sponsors and 
assignments were clear. Jeroen had contacted 
Ms. Lisa Baumgarter. She provided us with 
additional information about companies in the 
Miami Region. She was also our intermediate 
spokeswoman for the Embry-Riddle 
Aeronautical University, located in Daytona 
Beach. For routing reasons, we had decided to 
end the study trip in Daytona, visiting the 
Embry-Riddle University.    
 
Jeroen and Ronald had found a cheap way to 
fly to Miami. Exit travel agency offered a fly 
& drive trip with United Airlines via 
Washington D.C. to Miami. They also 
arranged four luxury class cars for 
transportation in Miami.  
 
At the beginning of March we started the 
subscription. Old well known members and 
also a lot of new members subscribed. After 
the subscription deadline, we had 18 people 
registered. Participants were offered a one 
year free VISA-card, received an assignment 
and a folder to collect and store their 
information.

At the end of April we had to confirm to the 
companies we would visit. We made lots of 
phonecalls to the States to make last minute 
arrangements. In the end we were very 
satisfied with our schedule. We started in 
Miami and end in Daytona Beach. Companies 
we visited: Miami Airport, Port of Miami, Pan 
Am flight academy, Martinair, American 
Airlines, Sanford Airport (near Orlando) and 
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University. The 
last arrangements with Exit, our travel agent, 
were also made. Florida here we come... (see 
Aerlines Issue #12 for the report). 
 
My experiences with organizing a study trip 
were very positive. I met new people and 
gained lots of new experiences. Being a 
member of the committee wasn't a full-time 
job, although I spent lots of time in the Aerius 
office. If you want to join a study trip 
committee in the future the only thing you 
have to do is plan your study right so you can 
combine both. 
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The International Aerospace Exhibition was 
held for the fifth time in Dubai. This rapidly 
growing event was bigger than ever before 
and was an example of Dubai’s contribution in 
the Middle East towards the strong growth in 
the aviation sector. Currently the Dubai Air 
Show ranks third in the world of Aerospace 
Exhibitions, after Farnborough (United 
Kingdom) and Le Bourget (France). The 
ambition of H.H. Sheikh Mohammed Bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown Prince of Dubai 
and Defence Minister of UAE and H.H. 

Sheikh Ahmed Bin Saeed Al Maktoum, 
President Department of Civil Aviation Dubai 
is for the Dubai Aerospace Exhibition to 
become the top exhibition of the world. In 
order to achieve this a permanent exhibition 
area is to be set-up, which should be ready for 
the next air show in 1999. 
 
The first Dubai Air Show to be held in Dubai 
was in 1989, though small it proved to be a 
success. The aviation industry in the Middle 
East was developing rapidly and with the 1989 

    Aerospace Exhibition 
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air show in Dubai an important market was 
being served. Two years later Dubai ’91 was 
already three times bigger than Dubai ’89. The 
success of Dubai ’89 and the news coverage 
made global players to rush in and sign up for 
Dubai ’91. In 1993 this event once again 
proved to be a great success. The air show 
grew significantly and made two years later 
Dubai ’95 the biggest air show in  Dubai. 
 
Five hundred exhibitors from thirty-one 
countries were present at this event. 
Exhibition stands carried aircraft static 
displays, futuristic aeronautical equipment, 
simulators and an abundance of information. 
Twenty five thousand industry visitors visited 
this air show.  
 
A global gathering of aircraft flown in for the 
display were lined on the tarmac in close 
range to the observation chalets where viewers 
could take a closer look. For their first-time 
appearance there was the astonishingly 
manoeuvrable fighter Sukhoi Su-37MR 
(multi-role). This fighter or better the pilot 
was playing in the air like it was easy to fly 
this machine, one somersault after the other 
backwards or forwards, it did not seem to 
matter.  
 
The Airbus A330-200 wide-body made its 
world air show debut. An aircraft that during 
the air show demonstrated that after lift-off it 
could almost take off vertically and what was 
really amazing while flying by, the aircraft 
showed it could fly very very slow. There was 
Boeing’s 777-300 twinjet; the latest and 
longest-range executive jets from Bombardier 
and Gulfstream-respectively the GV and the 
Global Express. Another debut came of 
Pilatus they introduced their PC-9M trainer, 
this model had some aerodynamic and other 
improvements from earlier models. There 
were some different fighters at the exhibition 
for example: Dassault Rafale, Mi6-MAPO 
MIG AT, Lockheed Martin F16, Dassault 
Mirage 2000 and the BAe Hawk. From the 
Ukraine there was a convertible transport 
aircraft named Antonov AN-74TK. The 
interesting aspect of this aircraft are the 
engines, they are not hanging under the wings 
but instead they are on top of them. It is 
configured to minimize foreign-object damage 
to its twin turbofans.  
 

From Russia there were two westernized 
variants of Sirocco Aerospace International’s 
Tupolev Tu-204-120 airliner. The production 
of this aircraft with a capacity of 210 seats is 
one of the first examples of co-operation 
between a Russian aircraft firm and Western 
jet engine and avionics manufacturers. The jet 
engines come from Rolls Royce and the 
avionics from Honeywell and AlliedSignal. 
The aircraft is considerably cheaper than the 
next highest priced Boeing or Airbus models, 
this means that Tupolev becomes an important 
competitor in this market. Officially launched 
a year ago was the new Bell Boeing model 
609 civil tiltrotor, at Dubai ’97 it attracted a 
good deal of interest. This hybrid aircraft can 
take off, land and hover like a helicopter and 
cruises at turboprop speeds en route. A 
smaller, faster way of transport for increasing 
distances for example offshore installations 
makes this aircraft so attractive. Further some 
helicopters like the Apache and some other 
aircrafts were displayed at the ramp. 
Unfortunately only serious buyers or very 
important people could get entrance onto the 
ramp to have a closer look at the just above 
described aircrafts. 
 
The flying programme started on the first day 
around two in the afternoon. The air show was 
opened by the English formation Red Arrows 
creating a spectacular sight and colouring the 
gloomy skies. Their show was very attractive 
as they formed a wide variation of figures in 
the sky while demonstrating their flying skills. 
Eleven types of aircraft like the Airbus 330 
and the Tupolev went into the air to do their 
own show. Around four o’clock the French 
formation Patrouille de France came to end 
the Flying programme of the day. The air 
display had a funny side to it as well. During 
the halfway break the National carrier 
Emirates was seen taking off or landing. Due 
to the closure of Dubai Airport during the air 
display the scheduled passenger flights had to 
queue up and wait for this break. 
 
At Dubai ’97 also a Dutch company had 
interesting news. The introduction of a new 
Cargo airline known as Jet Link Holland 
based at Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam. They 
will lease-buy two ex-Alitalia Airbus A300 
B4-200Fs and will mainly serve routes to the 
Middle East and Africa. In the second half of 
February Aerius will organize a lecture on this 
subject! 


